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Avi, a billionaire child, is a leased child who lives a lavish life in the United States where he goes to spend $20K a month. His concerned father decided to teach him a life lesson and therefore, sent him to India by cutting his dishonesty. Avi, made to join a particular MBA college in Hyderabad and was introduced to life's hardships. Just like any other routine story, there is an interest in love and ... ABCD's X
Setting To teach faulty brats breeded by New York John and Corps lessons, John's father sent them to Kerala. But they get into trouble as they try to live on a tight budget. Find out more about Edit Aravind aka Avi (Allu Sirish) and his cousin Bala Shanmugam aka Basha (Master Bharat) are NRIs who like to undergo the size of their life kings. What happens when the ex-father (Babu Dragon) decides to
teach them the lesson of responsibility? Plot Summary | Add Synopsis Parents Guide: Add content advice for parents » By: Entertainment Desk | New Delhi | Updated: May 27, 2019 1:32:53 ABCD PM is the latest film to fall victim to Tamilrockers. ABCD's allu Sirish starrer has been the tamilrockers' latest victim. The film is also starring Rukshar Dhillon, Dragon Babu, Master Bharath and Srinivasa Rao City.
Tamilrockers has been a pain for film and television production homes over the last few years. It has leaked films such as Petta Rajinikanth, Viswasam Ajith, Uri Vicky Kaushal: Surgical Strike, Manikarnika Kangana Ranaut: Queen Jhansi and Anupam Kher's The Accidental Prime Minister among others. Last year, Tamilrockers leaked several big films such as Rajinikanth 2.0 and Thugs of Hindostan,
possibly causing the loss of rupee crores to production houses and distributors. Despite actions by law enforcement agencies as well as interventions by courts including the Madras High Court, Tamilrockers operates with impunity. ABCD has received mixed reviews. Indianexpress.com Manoj Kumar R wrote in his 1st star review, Malayalam's Original Films had Dulquer Salmaan in the lead role and the
actor did the film at a time when he tried to find a place in the industry as a young heartbeat. Despite the cliches, the film works thanks to the natural grievances of Dulquer's newcomers and raw charm. He added, on the other hand, Allu Sirish has been in the industry for too long to pull the rabbit out of the hat by recycling an uninspiring story. I love Sirish in Okka Kshanam (2017), low-budget movies,
okayish, sci-fi. Despite some of the film's frustrations, it felt Sirish was trying to be his own man. It's as if he's testing the waters and wants to make his own mark in the industry. And now, Putting him in the league of aspiring young box office successes far more than they care about the art of filmmaking/acting itself.  of The Indian Express is currently in Telegram. Click here to join our channel
(@indianexpress) and stay updated with the latest headlines For all the latest, up-to-date Entertainment News, Indian Express App. © IE Online Media Services Pvt Ltd Ltd
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